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This paper will describe the necessary medical support for the underwater ar-
chaeological studies in the deep portion of Warm Mineral Springs, including
considerations for treatment of accidents, prevention of accidents by decornpressirig
on gas mixtures other than air, monitoring for possible venous gas emboli with
doppler techruque and utilization of "Tnmix" air-helium mixed gases for more
effective deep water diving by decreasing risks of inert gas narcosis as well as
increasing bottom time available. Thisinfonnation may be employed as a template
for other deep water  greater than 130 feet! scientific dive projects which can be
managed by similar support considerations. Itis offered as part of a series of papers
about the Barm Mineral Springs Archaeological Research Project which in con-
tinuity wilt approach the scope of utilization of mixed gas diving in scientific
research

INTRODUCTION

For 15 years research in the unique environment of Warm Mineral Springs has been
providing valuable information from the archaeological and paleontological remains that are
well preserved at multiple levels of the spring. However, a large part of this valuable material
is located in depths in excess of what is considered to be safe for underwater research done by
divers on compressed air. In 1987, the oversight of the Warm Mineral Springs Archaeological
Research Project moved from Manatee Community College to the Department of Anthropol-
ogy at Florida State University and began working with the Acadeinic Diving Program  ADP!
to develop diving standards and procedures for this deep site. The already well established
link between the ADP Medical Advisor, as well as the ongoing integration with the Dept. of
Archaeology allowed for these resources to be applied to the problems of the deeper diving
research. What was not readily available at the ADP systems was significant expertise in mixed
gas  other than air! diving.

The rationale for the use of mixed gas was based upon two factors. The fist was a
concern about the risk of decompression involved with prolonged hyperbaric exposures on air.
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Underwater research at this site required labor-extensive long bottom-times at depths below
1SO fsw. This resulted in increasingly longer periods of decompression, often on exceptional
exposure tables, which had an unacceptable risk of decompression sickness. The philosopIxy
of the ADP has been conservative with regard to the risk of exposure to decompression
sickness. For example, for routine air diving, we recommend using the D.C.I.E.M. Tables which
are recognized as ultra-conservative in the industry. Prior to FSU's involvement in the VAum
Mineral Springs Archaeological Research Project  WMSARP!, shallow water 02 decompres-
sion had been employed to dimirush decompression risks. Moving to the use of Nitrox  oxygen
fortified air! to increase the off-gas gradient at deeper decompression stops in conjunctioxx
with the shallow 02 stops was an important enhancement we recommended to lessen
decompression risks.

Breathing nitrox at deeper depths, however, looses its advantages because of increased
risks of 02 Central Nervous System toxicity. Yet the air mixture at these depths includes too
much nitrogen, inducing an unacceptable level of narcosis. Our second concern for these
deeper dives  and to avoid unnecessary hypothermia and expense of heliox!, was resolved by
using a trimix of helium, nitrogen and oxygen. This would reduce the risk of diving accidents
and allow for greater efficiency in the precise work of underwater archaeology.

Because of the complexity in dealing with mixed gases, ie. decisions regarding what
tables to use, optimal gas mixtures and the calculations involved, we referred the expertise aMI
experience of R. W. Hamilton, Ph.D. He was able to extrapolate data from dives made to the
depths that our researchers would be making and develop tables with reasonable decompres-
sion times utilizing the trirnix, nitrox, and in water 02 decompression gases. Since decompres-
sion sickness has been described as, at least in part, a statistical event, and because of the many
variables involved, doppler monitoring of our research divers was included as a check of our
procedures and as an indicator of the reliability of our tables.

The addition of an on site fully operational double lock multiplace recompressioa
chamber for treatment of possible diving accident was integral to our plans to insure diver
safety should decompression symptoms appear. In order to fully support the chamber it was
necessary for the Program Physician  author! to become acquainted with the operations of
recornpression chambers and become qualified in their use to treat diving accidents. %here
are quite a few programs around the country where Hyperbaric Medicine is taught. The bm
week duration program taught by N.O.A.A. and the military programs of Navy & Air Force
tend to be the most inclusive. 'Were are other programs which concentrate on the use of
Hyperbaric Oxygen for Medical reasons. We choose the week long course taught by former
NOAA instructor Dick Rutkowski at Hyperbaric International, because of its emphasis with
hands on use of a fully operational double lock multiplace chamber and its concentration on
treating diving related maladies. Both the Program Physician and the Assistant Director of
the ADP attended the class so that our direction of the chamber operator and dive supervisor
would be more rneaningfuL This also provided the ADP & WMSARP with a person who was
capable of operating the chamber should that be needed in the future.
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Choice of a chamber operator-dive supervisor was done by a combined effort of the
managements of Warm Mineral Springs Archaeological Research Project and the ADP. An
agreement was reached  as part of total plan of how the dive supervisor would interact with
the chief scientist and his relationship with the ADP! that allowed adequate communication
between all parties without undue interference with the research effort. In order to enhance
communication, and to develop proper procedures for the scope of the project, an on-site visit
was made by the Program Physician to familiarize himself with the dive site, support facilities,
the operation of the chamber and to consult with the chief scientist as well as the dive
supervisor,

Part of the purpose of the on site visit was to develop a Medical Plan for WMSARP to
be used in evaluation and treatment of potential diving mishaps. The contents of the standard
ADP first aid kit and related equipment were augmented with the addition of stethoscopes,
sphygmomanometer  blood pressure cuff!, reflex hanirner, and a positive pressure, resus-
citator. Attempts were made to enlist the local E.M.S, as a secondary assist to our initial
handling of diving related injury. This would allow further treatment to be initiated such as
intravenous fluid administration and respiratory assist during recompression of a diver.

Further refinement of the medical plan continued in Tallahassee over a period of
several months. Decisions regarding access to the chamber by the public, procedures for
precautionary treatments, return to work policies, etc. were debated extensively before a final
draft was agreed upon. The final document was drafted by Mrs. Barbara O'Horo Benton,
manager of the WMSARP, and is included as appendix 1.

An integral part of the Medical Plan was the development of an evaluation and
emergency network system which could be activated by the Diving Supervisor. All divers
undergo doppler evaluations at set intervals after their dives. In an attempt to quantify any
intravascular bubbles that were detected by the Diving Supervisor, we hoped by early treat-
rnent either by 100 % oxygen at the surface or a precautionary chamber treatment  Table 5
USN! to avoid the occurrence of an injury and delay of on-going research due to the injury.
The plan also included allowing the scientist who ascended without symptoms of DCS or with
complaint of fatigue to request a precautionary treatment if he/she felt it appropriate �00 1o
02 or a run in the chamber!. The 100go 02 wouM have to be continued for at least 1/2 hour
if begun, and the diver would be monitored for signs and symptoms of DCS and for bubble
formation with the doppler. If diagnosis of DCS was not made at this time, the treatment is
recorded without penalizing the researcher.

The medical plan addressed the intricacies of immediately notifying the needed per-
sonnel should an incident occur, in spite of the remote location of the research site. It was
decided that rapid transmission of written, and printed material to and from the dive site was
best served by a "facsimile" machine. This permitted dive statistics and the diver's condition,
now reduced to a report sheet, to be communicated ta FSU's ADP  where it could be walked
to Dr. Kepper and other FSU administrative offices! as well transmitted by FAX to our
cortsultant Dr. Hamilton for his input. The program physicians' horne, office and voice beeper
number were all included in the medical plan in order to be able to expedite getting the most
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immediate contact. Dr. James Lowenhertz of Mercy Hospital's Hyperbaric Unit in Mami was
contacted and agreed to serve as our backup physician and referral center.

A decision was made by FSU  in conjuriction with the office of Enviromnental Health
& Safety! to restrict the hyperbaric chamber usage to the needs of the diving program only.
TMs decision was made in light of the recognition that the chamber facility was expressly
designed to care for medical problems that would arise as a result of an accident or incident
at the dive site. Neither the number of required trained staff nor the equipment and expertise
necessary for state of the art diagnostic and therapeutic management of all diving related
incidents could be supported by the WMSARP or FSU. It was felt that other diving accident
victims should be referred to one of the hospital chainbers located in S. Florida

FSU ADP has taken advantage of the expertise generated by this program to enhance
other diving research projects. %be use of nitrox diving is quite routine now with some of our
relatively medium �0-100 ft! depth diving exposures. The use of doppler monitoring has
become an important safety measure in use with our prolonged exposure "decompression
dives" that are being done to conduct research in cave systems and other deeper depth projects
 80-130 ft.! The doppler may help us to identify those divers who are more prone to
intravascular bubbles and possible DCS. We will be able to offer treatment earlier and modify
their dive exposure to compensate for their potential increased risks.

CONCLUSIONS

Whereas it is impossible with a sample of one or two research divers to verify any set
of exposure tables as being safe with any degree of statistical significance, the ADP has set up
at %arm Mineral Springs a mechanism to provide exceptional safety precautions for deep
research diving which may be used as an example or template for other research projects of
similar nature with modification being made based on the particular needs of the host agency.
This has the potential to open up new frontiers for scientific investigation by diving scientists
with the cooperation of their respective institutions and Diving Control Boards.
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APPENDIX I

WARM MINERAL SPRINGS ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH PROJECT

MEDICAL MANAGEMENT PLAN

Reviewed version 02- l2-90 ln Effect Until
Further Notice

G. Stanton

B. O'Horo

Benton

W. Kepper

R. Matthews

I. RESPONSIBILITIES

The FSU Diving control Board and its agent, the University's Diving Officer  UDO!,
are responsible for the overall safety of the WMSARP.

In his capacity as Medical Officer for the Florida State University Diving Control
Board, Dr. Wigwam Kepper is also the Medical Officer for the Warm Mineral Springs
Archaeological Research ProjecL He has the overall medical responsibility for the project,
including determining medical qualifications of divers, medical management of diving acci-
dents, and recommendation of followup therapy. Dr. Kepper also has the responsibility of
notifying WMSARp of those times when he will not be available to be on~i for medical
emergencies. In those instances WMSARP will contact Dr. Loewenherz in Miami during an
emergency.

The Whrm Mineral Springs Archaeological Research Project is a Legislatively funded
research project, administered through Florida State University, Department of Anthropol-
ogy. In accordance with FSU diving policy, all WMSARP personnel are required to meet the
University's Diving Control board standards before they are permitted to dive. These stand-
ards involve both an initial assessment of water skills and a determination of medical soundness
through an annual medical exam. The WMSARP is responsible for payment of annual
physicals for its personnel. All personnel medicais must be reviewed and approved by Dr.
William Kepper prior to clearance for diving.
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All personnel are responsible for maintaining their own general health.

Diving safety operational responsibility rests with the on-site Dive Office. He makes
final daily decisions on fltness to dive and diving operations, and inanages treatments a>n-
ducted in the WMSARP chamber. As an extension of Dr. Kepper, he performs local
neurological exams and general physical assessments as needed.

II DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS/EMBOLlSM TREATMENT PROCEDURES

A.%hen to TEmt

The primary decision to treat suspected cases of decompression sickness and embolism
rests with the Dive Officer, ultimately to be confirmed by the Medical Officer or his designee.
The Dive Officer will also decide if the diver's condition warrants calling in the local rescue
squad at this time, subject to the review of the Medical Officer if the decision is made not to
involve the local rescue squad.  The purpose of the rescue squad is to assist, if necaaluy, in
placing an i,v. tube.!

8. General Procedures

1. Specific procedures for chamber set-up and personnel duties are in place in
another document, and are not addressed here.

2. For after work hours treatment, the diver is to page the Dive Officer, who will return
the call. If the decision to examine and possibly treat the diver is made, the Dive Ofncer wlLI
page the reinaining crew, leaving on the digital display 426-9550. This will be their notification
that they are required to report to the dive locker immediately.

Page numbers are:

Bob Matthews

Jack Lotito

Joe Nelson

 813! 952-4582
 813! 952-4583
 813! 9524370

3. For routine pain-only DCS a neurological exam will be given to the diver before
treatment begins. For serious cases it will be given as soon as practical after the diver is under
pressure.

4. Recornpression on 100% oxygen to 60 feet will begin as quickly as possible. 'Ae
choice of treatment table  USN1hbles 6 or 6A! will be made on a case by case basis according
to USN treatment procedures. Because Lhble 5 is not regarded by all as adequate, it shall only
be used with permission of the Medical Officer, at the time. Additionally, special therapy as
directed by the Medical Officer is permitted.
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5. After treatment is underway, the Dive OKicer or his designee will call the WMSARP
administrative office �26-9559! and leave instructions that the number is not to be answered
there and to disconnect the answering machine. WMSARP personnel will then connect a dive
locker telephone to that line  on-site!, which will be used for incoming calls during the
treatment. The Dive Officer will then make the following notifications:

a. Dr. William Kepper  904! 599-7183  Voice Beeper!
 904! 877-5143 Office
 904! 877-3261 Office
 904! 385-9336 Horne

~ HIS ALTERNATE, WHEN DR. KEPPER WILL NOT BE AVAILABLE:
 regular telephone call!

 904! 274-4880Dr. Loewenherz

b. WMSARP Coordinator  904! 298-2920  Beeper!

If a page  beeper! is used, the Dive Officer will leave the number  813! 426-9559 for
the so notified parties to return his call.

Coordinator will contact UDO during office hours at  904! 644-1439. If UDO is not
available a message will be left. After hours call will be made at  904! 926-3389 for Gregg
S tanton, or  904! 878-3357 to Dan Orr, and he will then have the responsibility of contacting
the Dive Officer. WMSARP Coordinator shall notify the Chairman, Department of
Anthropology, and any other University contacts required of her. The UDO shall make any
University contacts required of him.

ShouM any media contact  press! become involved, the WMSARP Coordinator is the
only individual authorized to make statements or to manage that situation in any way.

6. All medical decisions during treatment, after contact has been made, are the
responsibility of the Medical Officer. In those cases where Dr. Kepper is not available, the
alternate Medical Officer will direct medical treatment. The Medical Officer may, at any time
require additional on-site medical aid  i.e., rescue squad, local physician!.

The Medical Officer can, at any time require the use of fax to provide him with copies
of treatment underway, dive profile, etc.

7. The Medical Officer has several individuals who are available to offer advice. See
Attachment B.

e use of extra treatment time/oxygen modification 's authorized at the discretion
of the Medical Officer and Dive Officer.



C. 1hmsportation of'Diver to a Medical Facility

At the discretion of the Medical Officer and the Dive Officer, the diver ~
transferred to a full treatment facility. Transportation by ambulance or helicopter ispr f
and a 100% oxygen cylinder and demand mask, as well as any other medical sup h
be required for the particular incident, will accompany the diver. If at all ~~,bl
WMSAR person will accompany the diver. Transfer will be tnade  in order of prefere !
to Mercy Hospital in Miami, or to Shands Hospital in Gainesville, prior to the t ~

be notified and any docuinents they require will be sent
hand~ed, at the discretion of the receiving facility. ~e diver will not be pr~~d ~
the ~emce or Port Charlotte emergency rooms unless directed by the Medical dicer ~ +
the local emergency inedical service.

D. Return to%ork

A diver who has received chamber treatment shall be cleared by the Medical Officer
and the Dive Officer before returning to work. 'Ae Medical Officer may require emninatioti
by a physician before authorizing a return to work.

Additionally, depending upon the circumstances surrounding the injury, diving may be
temporarily suspended for a reevaluation of the diving procedures, tables, etc. In such
instances, any reevaluation must be made on a priority basis and as quickly as can be safely
done in order to authorize a return to work in a timely manner.

E. Documentation ot'1hmtinent

All recordin documcording documents and docuinent subtnission requirements are the responsihih5
of the site Dive OfficerOfficer and must comply with the requirements set forth in item V

III. PRECAUTIONARY TREATMENTS

A treatment is " recautio' "p cautionary" when the diver has no symptoms of decompr
sickness, but for reasons of sus euspected table irregularities or any feelings on the part «the ~" '
or supervisor a treatment is felt to be
then the standard treatment shall be used.to be desirable. If there are any signs or symptom 'any~

A. Wbeu to Iiuplement

In the event a diver or the Dive Offi've cer determines that a diver may»t be "' n o owingadive,precaution, p ' nary treatment may be implemented at the d~
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either the Dive Officer or the diver in question. If there are any signs or symptoms the standard
treatment shall be used. See Attachment D for procedures to be followed when doppler
monitoring indicates a cause for concern  grade 4 bubbles!.

B. Choice of % eatment

Following a neurological exam, precautionary treatment shall consist of either breath-
ing 100'fo oxygen on the surface for a minimum of 30 minutes or more, or chamber treatment
of a rninimuin of USN Table 5, as determined by the Dive Officer. In the case of chamber
treatinent, follow procedures in item II above and in Attachment A. Either treatment will be
preceded and followed by serial neurological exains.

C. Notifications Required

If diver is to be treated on surface oxygen for 30 minutes or more only and passes a
repeated neurological exam with no symptoms or signs, no notification is required to either
the Medical Officer or the ADP, except for the standard end of week reporting which shall
reQect the details of the treatment used. If there is a specific reason for the precautionary
treatment  such as uncertainty about the table! this should be logged. Notification of the
WMSARP Coordinator is required.

If the diver is treated in the chamber, treatment notification requirements are in effect,
as outlined in itein II and Attachment A, with the explicit information that it is a precautionary
treatment only.

D. Return to Work

If all neurological exams are performed as required and no signs or symptoms develop
then the diver may return iirunediately to work following a precautionary treatment.

E. Investigation

Each precautionary treatment shall be investigated by the Decompression Monitoring
Board.

6! TREATMKNT OP NON-WMSARP PERSONNEL

University policy in this matter shall be strictly adhered to, under any circumstances.
At ilo time are exceptions to be made. University policy is stated in Attaclunent C

V. DOCUMENTATION
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The Dive Of6cer shaH report routine deep, mixed gas, and any relevant air dive
operations to the ADP on a weekly basis. A weekly compilation of reports will occur on the
Friday of every week in which such operations take place, and these shall be mailed no later
than 5:00p.m. on those Fridays, These routine reports will consist of copies of daily dive logs,
copies of any Doppler tapes run, a DCB diving siunnuuy sheet, and a written narrative of the
week's diving activities, including the Dive Of6cer's observations. During monthly periods
when shallow and air dives only are made, reports will be made monthly in accordance with
established DCB regulation. A copy of aH these reports shaH be sent at the same time to the
WMSARP Coordinator.

In those cases when operations are not routine  e.g., injury, recompression! the Dive
Officer shaH complete aH on-site documentation and forward to the ADP within 24 hours of
such an occurrence. At the discretion of the ADP, the documentation may be forwarded by
fax. Copies of the same wiH be forwarded to the WMSARP Coordinator in like manner at the
saine time.

To summarize policy, if a treatment has been used and the diver is regarded as "cured"
then no accident report is needed. If the treatment does not resolve aH symptoms then an
accident report shall be filed.

VI. WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION AND EMERGENCY OVERTIME

University regulations shaH be strictly adhered to in reporting accident or injiUy. Any
treatment required from outside the University or its employees will be paid for through
Workmen's Compensation.

University regulation Series P, Section I, Subject 3.1, regarding OPS employee over-
time work wiH be followed.
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ATTACHMENT A

EMERGENCY TREATMENT PROCEDURES OUTLINE

I. Dive 0%cer makes decision to treat in chamber, gives neurological exam, may call in rescue
squad.

A. If decision is made after working hours, Dive Officer is to contact crew by page.

Jack Lotito
Joe Nelson

 813! 9524583
 813! 9524370

B. Recompress to 60 feet on oxygen as quickly as possible.

1. Treatment on USN Tables 6 or 6A are possible-Dive Officer determines
which one.

2. Dive Officer may elect to use extra oxygen.

C. Dive Officer/designee makes notifications after treatment underway.

1. WMSARP Administrative office notified not to answer phone, disconnect
answering machine

2. A dive locker phone is to be connected to 9559 outlet for iricoming calls
to Dive Officer

3. Dive OKcer/designee inake outgoing calls on 9550, make notification to
the following.'

 904! 599-7183  Voice Page!
 904! 877-5143 Office
 904! 877-3261 Office
 904! 385-9336 Horne

a. Dr, Kepper

THIS IS A SIMPLE OUTLINE OF VERY BASIC EMERGENCY PROCEDURES.
REFER TO PAGES 2 THROUGH 5 OF THE WMSARP DIVING MEDICAL MANAGE-
MENT PLAN.
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If using page, leave  813! 426-9559 and brief message

QE ALTERNATE MEDICAL OFHCER
Dr. Loewenherz �05! 274-4800  regular telephone call!

b. Barbara Benton  904! 298-2920  Page!
Leave 813426-9559

4. Barbara Benton immediately notifies University Diving Officer at
 904! 298-3427.

D. Medical Officer returns call, assumes responsibihty for medical management of
treatment. May require fax, outside medical help, etc.

E. Transport to Medical Facility at direction of Medical Officer.

1. Ambulance or helicopter preferred, need 100% 02 and mask, any other re-
quired medical supplies.

2. Avoid Venice or Port Charlotte ER's unless ordered by Medical Officer.

3. '&ansport to either Mercy Hospital, Miami, or Shands, Gainesville  Mercy
preferred!

4. Dive profile and chamber treatment documents to be either faxed or hand-
carried-ask hospital

5. If at all possible accompany the injured diver to the hospital.

F. Medical Officer and Dive Officer must approve return to work.

1. Medical Officer may require examination by physician.

2. Diving may be temporarily suspended if conditions warrant.

G. Dive Of5cer responsible for documentation-see Items V and VI in Narrative for
details.
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ATTACHMENT B

PHONE NUMBERS FOR WMS CALL SHKKT

Ask for Dr. Richard Moon

USNEDU  904! 234-4361
Panama City

USAF Hyperbaric Unit �12! 536-3281
USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, Brooks AFB, San Antionio

Decompression sickness.
Dr. Eric Kindwall �14! 259-2060 h. �14! 781-5453
Froedert Memorial Lutheran Hospital, Milwaukee.

Decompression sickness, recreational diving.
Dr. Alfred A. Bove �15! 221-3346, op. 221-2800 h.
Department of Cardiology, Temple University Health Science Center

Decompression sickness, Navy and recreational
Dr. Tom S. Neuman �19! 294-6643 h. �19! 755-0795
University of California San Diego Medical Center

HBOffrauma
Dr. Roy A. M. Moyers �01! 528-6152  or 328-! h. �01! 721-1429
Maryland Institute for Emergency Medical Services Systems

Decompression sickness and everything else  vast experience!
Dr. Christian J. Lambertsen �15! 898-8692 h. �15!
Institute for Environmental Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

DAN  916! 684-8111
Duke University

Ask for Dr. Schwartz H.

 904! 234-1841 or
Chief Medical Officer



PRELIMINARY REPORT: EFFECTS OF HURRICANE HUGO
ON THE BENTHIC CORAL REEF COMMUNITY OF SALT

RIVER SUBMARINE CANYON, ST. CROIX,
U. S. VIRGIN ISLANDS

Charlotte Ann Xesling
P. O. Box 522

Wrightsville Beach, NORTH CAROLINA 28480 U. S. A.

In February 1989, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
 NOAA! and the National Undersea Research Center of Fairleigh Dickinson
University  NURCIFDU! accepted a proposal from the U.S. Virgin Islands
Government s Department of Planning and Natural Resources and the University
of the Virgin Islands to establish a long term environmental ~oring project to
assess the changes in the benthic coral reef community in Salt River Submarine
Canyon, St. Croix, US. Vien Islands. 1' Aquarius Undersea Habitat and
saturation diving techniques were utilized at the commencement of this project.
Saturation diving allowed the project participants to maramize bottom time for
careful site selection, permanently mark study sites, photographically document
each quadrat, and collect data to establish a baselinefor future monitoring periods
in the Salt River Submarine Canyon area.

On September 17th and 18th, 1989, Hurricane Hugo, with sustained winds of 140
nules per hour and gusts over 200 mits per hour, hit St. Croix inflicting maj or
darriage to the terrestrial portion and causing significant changes to the submerged
lands surrounding the island. During the months of November and December of
1989, the permanent quadrats were relocated and photographed, providing data
for an initial compan'son between the pre and post Hurricane Hugo state of the
benthic coral reef community in Salt River Canyon.

This paper will a%i'ress the preliminary data compiled from companng the
photographs taken at the start of the proj ect and again at the first sixth �! month
monitoring intervaL

INTRODUCTION

With the recent increase in coastal development throughout the Caribbean and the
world, scientists, resource managers and government oAicials realize the need to establish
tnonitoring programs to record baseline data for evaluating changes in coastal and marine
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resources. Baseliae data collection and recording can help in assessing changes that are
occt~ng in near-shore marine communities aad whether the changes are the result of natural
processes or are a direct result of man's intervention.

Ia February 1989, the National Oceanic aad Atmospheric Administration  NOAA! and
the National Undersea Research Center of Fairleigh Dickinson Uruversity  NURC-FDU!
accepted and funded a proposal from the U.S. Virgin Islands Government's Department of
Planning and Natural Resources aad the University of the Virgin Islands to establish a long
term environmental monitoring project to assess the changes occurring in the benthic coral
reef coramunity in Salt River Submarine Canyon, St. Croix, U.S. Virgin Islands.

'Itus project required two saturation missions  89-3 and 894C! and involved using tbe
Aquarius Undersea Habitat. The Habitat program is sponsored by NOAA's National Undersea
Research Program and is operated by NURC-FDU in St. Croix. By utilizing saturation diviag
techniques, it was possible for the project participants to maximize daily excursion bottom
times from the undersea habitat for careful selection aad permanent marking of study sites,
photographically documenting each permanent quadrat, and to collect data used in estab-
lishing a baseline for future monitoring periods in the Salt River Submarine Canyon area.

Salt River Canyon provides a uaique study area. The characteristics of the east slope
aad west wall are dramatically different. The western wall is steep, often vertical, and has many
spur and groove formations which sand is transported to the canyon floor. In several instances,
overhaags and caves are present. The Grst significant groove formation occurs at a point where
the wall meets the canyon floor at a depth of 60 ft �0 m!. This area is tbe begianing of station
1. In deeper portions of the canyon, {90-120 ft �0-40 m!], large portions of the wall have broken
off and have become part of the canyon M.

Tbe eastern wall, in contrast, is characterized by alternating zones of near-vertical rock
wall and cobble-fdled side tributaries, at angles of 15-20 degrees. The innermost 65 %00 ft
�00-250 m! is of tbe latter type. Further seaward the wall becomes vertical.

The canyon Qoor has a gently seaward slope comprised of medium sand to silt  Mz25
mm!. The floor is generally iaactive except for the periodic sorting of burrowing organisms,
but can become mobile during periods of high wave or current activity.

The lip of the caayon begias at the barrier reef fronting tbe Salt River estuary. The
depth is between 30 aad 50 ft  9-15 m! and continues downward to a depth of 12,000 ft �500
m! where it joins with the Christiansted Caayon. At the lip of the caayon there are scattered
Acropora palmata stands and head corals  primarily Diploria spp.! Milkpora spp. are also
present in this area The canyon walls are dominated by flattened Agaricia spp., Monkzstrea
annakuis aad other corals which are tolerant to lower light levels. Gorgonians and sponges
are extremely common. The canyon floor has isolated sea grass  HalopMa decipiens! and
rhizophytic algae that can be found to depths of 100 ft.
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METHODS

Eight permanently inarked inonitoring stations were established throughout the Salt
River Canyon, one at 30 ft �0 m!, four at 60 ft �0 m!, two at 90 ft �0 m!, and 120 ft �0 m !,
as shown in Figure l.

At each station, except station number eight, there were six, ten meter long transects
placed along a depth contour. At station eight, there were ten, ten meter long transects placed
along a depth contour. Two brass stakes marked the ends of each transect. Holes were drilled
into the substrate with an underwater hydraulic drill. Stakes were placed in each hole and
cemented into place with underwater epoxy. A number was stamped into the top of each stake
for identification purposes. Along each transect, benthic cover was assessed and quantified by
using the chain line method Rogers et aL, �983!. This type of measurement gives a three
dimensional view of the coral reef. It involves placing a small chain along the transect which
is used as a scale for the ineasurement of the percent of benthic cover along each line.

Fifteen 0.5 in quadrats were sampled at the 30, 60, and 90 ft stations. At the 120 ft2

site only12quadrats were established, due to time constraints. Twocorners of thequadrat
were marked by using four inch cut nails pounded into the substrate. Each nail has a numbered
tag attached to it with a plastic cable tie. These tags were placed in the upper right and left
hand corners to insure exact photographic replication.

An aluminum quadrapod with a quadrat size of approximately 05 m was used in a2

frame with a NIKONOS III underwater camera and 15 mm lens with two strobes securely
mounted to this frame assembly  Suchanek et al. 1983!. The quadrapod was positioned by
placing the permanent numbered tags in the upper left and upper right corners of the
quadrapod to ensure exact replication.

This monitoring project also included 8mm video recording of each transect line for
later analysis, water quality testing, queen conch  Strombux gigcrx! monitoring, and Acropora
cervicornis growth measurements. This data can be found by writing the National Undersea
Research Center and referring to Aquarius missions 89-3 and 898-4C. This paper will only
focus on a preliminary analysis of the quadrat measurements.

On September 17th and 18th, 1989, Hurricane Hugo, with sustained winds of 140 miles
per hour and gusts over 200 iniles per hour, hit St. Croix inflicting severe damage to the
terrestrial portion of the island and causing significant changes to subtidal areas. Hugo was a
classical Cape Verde hurricane that left a trail of destruction across the Leeward Islands, U.S.
Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, North Carolina and South Carolina  Figure 2 !. The eye of the
Hurricane made landfall on the east end of St. Croix at approximately0230 hours on the
18th of September and exited the West end at approximately 0400 hours. Minimum surface
pressures were approximately 940 mb near the center of the storm.

In its path, it left a trail of destruction estimated to be 2 billion dollars for the U.S.
Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico. The Federal Emergency Management Agency estimate of
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money outlay is currently 0.731 billion for the U.S. Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico and is
subject to upward revision.

Between May and June of 1989, the first photographs of the quadrats were taken to
establish a baseline for the long term monitoring project. Saturation diving was used initiaIIy
to carry out this task Between November and December of 1989, a resurvey of the quadrats
was accomplished. A direct comparison can be made of the effects of the storm on the coral
reef in Salt River Canyon based on pre and post Hurricane Hugo sampling.

The 35mm color photographic slides were analyzed using the random point method
Each slide was projected onto a poster board with a grid background scaled for a one to one
reproduction size. This grid was coinposed of 231 evenly spaced points. The entire frame was
analyzed by counting how many points each material component encompassed within the grid
boundaries.

RESULTS

Livingsubstrate. The pre- and post- hurricane substrate counts are illustrated in Figures
4, 5 and 6. The significance of each change was tested using the chi-square test and a level of
significance of 0.05. When looking at the significance of each substrate as a whole, the amount
of significant change was dramatic, however when viewed on an individual scale, the com-
parison between the different stations was not as drainatic  Table 1!. Diploria clivosa had a
level of significant change overall but only station 4 was shown to be significant  Table 1!.

The proportional coverage of the corals was determined by dividing the total numbers
of points counted for that coral by the total number of all coral points in all the different
stations. Bichocoenia stokesi was most affected by the hurricane, its coverage was reduced by
81%. The other coral species common on the reef, Diploria clivosa, Colpophyllia natans, Porites
poIites, and Porites astreoides were all reduced in coverage by values ranging f'rom 28% to 14%
 Tible 2!. Overall, the changes to the coral coverage were minor, however, certain stations
received more damage and alteration than others  See Table 3 for pre- and post-humcane
substrate counts!. Station 3, located on the 60 ft outer East Slope, station 4, located on the
60 ft inner East Slope, and station 6, located on the 90 ft East Slope, showed the most significant
change. It was not possible to re-survey the 120 ft station, located on the East Slope, due to
the depth and time constraints. A visual observation was made by a NURC-FDU staK
member who reported that on the afternoon of the 17th of September, the entire shallow ridge
of the East Slope area of the canyon had breaking water. One possible reason why the Bast
Slope stations suffered the most damage was that the East Slope took the direct hit of the
waves, thus somewhat reducing the severity of the waves for the West WalL

The storm tracked from the SE to the NW across St. Croix. Directional shifts were
recorded on a $4 current meter deployed in Salt River Canyon at a depth of 60 ft�0 m!. The
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'Ihble 1. Slgnitkance of changes la subslrnte per station by chi~ tesL x ~ algnl5eant,
o ~ not significant

Station number

2 3 4 5 6 8

DCA - Dead Covered with Algae

Table 2. Percentage loss of coral apeciea

Pre-hurricane
counts

243

Aguricia spp.
Coicophygia natans
Dichocoenia straltans
Dichococnia stokcsi
Diplona clivosa
Diptort'a labprinthiforrncs
Diploria strigal
Nontastrra anrutluns
Nontastnra cavernosa
Nycctophytlia fcnu
%rites asteroidcs
Poritcs poritcs
Sidcrnstrea ~
Sidemerea sidaraa
Sponge spp.
Gorgonian spp.
Rubble
Sand
Bare rock
DCA

Agancia spp.
Coljophytlia natans
Dichocosnia stokcsi
Dipioriu clivosa
Diplona strrgosa
Nontastrea artnttlans
Nontastrea cavsmosa
NycctopltyNa fsmr
Writes astreoidss
porites porttss
Sider gstrsa sidcrea
Stsprrartocoenia michciinii

3312
249
26

109
644
979
945
128
279
111
401

31

189
5

584
956
&41
113

95
380
27

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X

10
24
81
28

9 2
11
12
14

14 5
13

0 X X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X
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lbbte 3 Pre and Fest Hurdausc Sabstratc Counts

Station
4

310/300
34/-

149/124 1076/893599/567
39f34

158/93
162/149

5n

39/5
15/17

123/118
5/5

45f28 38/41
1/-

7/I
4/4

4'
144m'
20J2t
17/0
LVM
LVJ5
41/42

9/11

196I'196
122/116
14/16
25/23
16/13
19/14

121/118

174/185
25/14

14/10
48/43
30/32
21/27
31/27

293/275
217/181

19/12
64/57

19/20
39/28

112/105
250/242
37/31
72/78
20/23
8/8

94/91

11/14
9/11
17/17
5/2
6/4

258/264
23/23

22f25
15V88

181/161
-/119

18'i2/1876

195/156
56/40
-/17

95/34

128/112
4Q/321

-/117
6f20

217/222
3/5
-/7

63/134

1558/1643

478/472
250/194

-/56
52/96

1671/1722

meter was located near station 1 on the inner West%hll  See Figure 1 for location!. After the
storm, the current meter was found to have moved laterally 10 ft � m! toward the West%4H
of the canyon. There was newly exposed substrate along the wall indicating that sand traxtspctrt
and scouring had taken place. Me current ineter had dropped in level about 3 ft � m!
indicating how much the floor of the canyon was scoured. Further along the canyon to the
north, the depth of scouring had reached twelve �2! ft � m! ghylor and &agester, 1990!.

The sponges and gorgonians were affected significantly by the storm. Sponges
decreased by 13 percent and the gorgonians by 28 percent. Stations 2  West Wall, 60 ft,3  East
Slope, 60 ft!, 4  East Slope 60 ft!, 6  East Slope, 90 ft!, and 8  West Wall, 30 ft! had hIgher
losses. As discussed earlier, stations 3, 4 and 6 are on the East Slope and that waves stere

Agareia spp.
Colpcphyllia aataas
Dcadragyfa eylbatricus
Dicboxeoia strclbttis
Diebococnia stakei
Dipltlia c&eaas
Diploria iablmnthiformcs
Diploria strigosa
Eutsasilia fastigiata
McamMm mamdritcs
Mimcpora akixeuis
Millepora complaaata
Montastrea anaskms
Moatastrea cavemasa
Myeetopbylba ferox
Foritcs astreaides
Poritcs paritcs
Sider astfca racism
Siderastrea siderea
Stephmxoeaia taidtelinii
%bastrea aafca
Cria aids
Spcege spp.
Goqlctuaa spp.
lbkbic
Sand
Bare rock
Dead Rock
Cmercd «fitb Algae

64/56
225/186

1/2
3/-

150/135
178/149
21/13
82/57
8/2

21/22
62/51

3/-
2/-

224/136
169/95
-/396

218/278

1629/1549
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breaking oa Ole East Slope. Station 8 is located on the West Walt in 30 ft depth, therefore, it
js conceivable that the wave energy is greater than at a deeper depth.

Non-living substrates. The amount of rubble, sand, and dead rock covered with algae
was greater in the resurvey. The classification of rubble for this paper is any dead gorgoniaas,
sponges or coral that was placed there after the storm. Sand increased from 615 counts before
the storm to 734 counts after the storm. Rubble increased from zero before the storm to 593
counts after for the greatest significant change. Dead rock covered with algae  DCA! increased
only slightly from 1852 to 1876 counts  Table 3!. These gains were at the direct expense of
the living components of the reef.'Ae iacrease ia sand coverage may have been directly related
to the fact that so much sand transport occurred ia the canyon itself and thus sand settled into
the low lying areas. In some areas the canyon floor dropped a maxiinum of twelve �2! ft �
m!.

The changes ia living and non-living substrates types are significant on an overall scale
but when viewed station by station, the changes are significant in only certain areas,
predominantly on the East Slope. Figures 7 aad 8 are photographs takea before and after the
storm of the same quadrat. These pictures are froin station 3, 60 ft East Slope. Figure 7 was
taken June, 1989, notice the large tubular sponge. Figure 8 was taken Noveinber, 1989. The
large tubular sponge was missing and there was an increase in gorgoniaa rubble and sand.
Figures 9 aad 10 are pictures again taken from station 3. Figure 9 was taken June, 1989 and
Figure 10 taken November, 1989. When comparing the two, notice the gorgoniaa rubble and
coral rubble present and pieces of Acropora cervicornis found in the bottom right of Figure 10.
Figures 11 and 12 are taken from station 4, 60 ft inner East Slope. Figure 11 was taken in June,
1989, and Figure 12 taken November, 1989. Ia Figure 12 the large ColpophyNa natans was
completely missing from the site and that there was a significant increase ia coral and gorgoniaa
rubble.

These pictures are the more dramatic photographs taken. Others show very little
chaage between monitoring intervals, such as an increase in sand settlement on top of the
plating corals.

CONCLUSIGNS

This is a preliminary report prepared to describe techaiques used ia establishing a
Long-Term monitoring program using reproducible photographic documentation aad initial
analysis by comparison of the Salt River Submarine Canyoa, in both a Pre and Post Hurricane
Hugo state. Follow-up photographs have also been taken for the one year sampling interval
and final analysis is planned using computer assisted techniques.
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Figure l. Location of permanently marked stations 1-tL Salt Rivet Snbmarine Canyon,
St. Croix, US.V.I.
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Figure 2. The path of Hurricane Hugo. Map
51OAA - Rational Weather Service.

Figure 3. Photo credit D. Kesiing.
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Figare 5. Mstqpams of the sabstrates by counts per stations before and after Hurricane Hugo. Vise numeratsr
of the kactioa oa each histogram ls the total pre-hurricane counts; tbe denomiaator is the total post-hurslcam
counts t'or the substrate. An Asterislt   j marts a statistica!iy significant difference  x test, silnkflcnnce tery
of OA5! between pre- aad post4arricmm counts for each substrate.
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Figure 6. Histograms of the substrates by counts per stations before aad after Hurricane Hugo. 'Ihe numerator
of the fraction on each histoyum is the tota} pre-hurricane counts; the denominator is the tota} post-hurricane
counts for the substrate, Au asterisk  ~! marks a statisticaBy significant difference  x test, significance ievel
of OAS! bet3reen pre and post-burricane counts for each substrate.
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Figure 9.

Figure 10.
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Figure 11.

Figure 12,
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QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES FOR UNDERWATER
VIDEO PHOTGGRAPHY

Edward J. Nancy Jr.
Joseph Ayers

Kenneth P. Sebens
Jon D. 8 itman

Marine Science Center
Northeastern University

East Point, Nahant, MASSACHUSETIS 01908 U.S.A.

Recent video technology has provided the underwater scientist with a valuable
research tool. Video cameras have become more compact, have improved resolu-
tion, arid work under very low light conditions. Research applicatiorts include;
measuring water flow near surfaces, sessile benthic and jish surveys, mapping and
quadrat photography, monitoring predation, and time lapse studies of organism
abundance and activity. A technique for image and motion analysis from video
using microcomputers wN be introduced.

INTRODUCTION

The use of underwater video has greatly expanded the abilities of the diving scientist
to collect data. Traditionally the best means of recording events underwater was by using still
or complex and bulky movie photography. A compact video cainera can be placed in a housing
for use underwater, with recording capability up to 120 minutes. The newest cameras have
high resolution and work under very low light conditions. Video caineras also can be mounted
on ROVs and used in areas not accessible to divers. Many quantitative research techniques
employing still photography can be adapted for video systetns. Some advantages of video over
still or movie photography are; instant results, longer recording times, continuous recording,
and excellent stop-frame resolution.

EQUIPMENT USED

The following is a listing of the equipment used by the authors. Appendix 1 lists some
of the underwater video equipment manufacturers  also listed in the 1990 DEMA Directory!,
The cameras used are Sony 8 mm format video cameras. The CCD-m8 has a fixed focus and
comes with a separate playback deck. The CCD-V9 and V99  Hi8 format! have variable focus
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with zoom and macro. 'Re V9 features a 6x power zoom lens with f = 12-72 mm, F 1.6 with
macro while the V99 features an 8X power zoom lens with f = 11-88 mm, F 1.4 with macro.
Both cameras feature on-screen tiine/date/counter functions. They both have built in play
back decks which can produce excellent still frames and forward by single frames. The V99
uses high resolution  Hig! tapes which have over 400 lines of resolution and a minimum light
reqturement of 4 lux. The Sony Hi8 recorder deck   EV-S900! allows single frame advance
forward and backward and features digital audio capabilities. The video housings used are
manufactured by Ikelite, Hypertech, Aqua Vision and Quest along with underwater video
lights by Ikelite, Hypertech, and Subatec.

For scaling, two Metrologic laser lights  Model ML811! in a custom housing can be
mounted on the video system  laser dots at 10 mm apart!  Caimi and Tusting 1986!. Alternate
ways of produciag a scale are by suspending a plastic ruler in the field of view, or by follpwiag
a transect line or a series of quadrats.

Adjustable camera stands can be made by cementing two pieces of metal or pVC pipp
into a concrete base. A sliding tray to hold the cainera can be made of aluminum angle stock
and held onto the pipe by split ring pipe hangers  Witman and Sebens, 1990!. If height off the
bottom is not critical, the video camera can be secured to a cinder block. For long term time
lapse studies, a camera holder consisting of a heavy concrete base and custom mountiog
brackets is required.

TECHNIQUES

MAPPING AND QUADRAT PHOTOGRAPHY

Video enables easy mapping of fairly large areas. By having a scale in the 5eld of view,
the investigator can sweep an area with the video camera. The area is instantaneously recorded
on video and can be mapped on the surface rather than actually drawing a tnap of an area while
underwater. The tape can be played back and still framed as often as needed to produce an
accurate map, although problems of parallax still exist. Using video thus replaces the need to
create a photo mosaic using still photography.

For quadrat photography, a quadrat can be placed and recorded on video  the quadrat
size will depend on the level of resolution or size and coinposition of the community to be
analyzed!. The quadrat can then be moved across the area or along a transect to be analyzed
while the video records continuous images. Alternately, a video catnera can be mounted on a
quadrapod and focused to record a fixed quadrat area  see Witman, 1985 for still camera
quadrapod!. A great advantage of this method versus 35 mm photography is that the number
of photos is not as limiting. 1%is allows for more quadrats to be photographed, increasinII the
sample size greatly for a given dive. Potential uses of this technique include; percent cover
analysis of community structure and competition of encrusting organisms on hard substrates,
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direct counts of organisms in randomly placed quadrats  Dayton, 1971, 1975; Connell, 1961a,
b!, and photographs of organisrus in permanent quadrats  Connell, 1972!.

Percent cover analysis can be performed by freezing a video frame and digitizing  Buss
1980! or by using random dot patterns  still photography: Connell, 1970, Dayton, 1971, Menge,
1976, Lubchenco and Menge, 1978; video technique: Sebens and Johnson, 1990!. Alterna-
tively, a single video frame can be grabbed using a computer system and areas of distinct color
can be quantiTied using a program such as 'Image'.

QUANTITATIVE SURVEYS

Underwater video cameras can be used to conduct two types of surveys to estimate the
abundance and distribution of animals and plants living on the sea floor: 1! line transects
 Bvrnham et aL, 1980! and 2! random, haphazard or and systematic sarnplirig using quadrats
 Pielou, 1974!. The primary advantages of videotaping over still photography are that large
areas can be sampled quickly and the images can be viewed immediately after the survey,
eliminating the potential problem of losing data in the event that filin is lost or ruined in
processing. The only disadvantage of using video vesus still photography for quantitative
surveys is that the resolution of a photograph taken with fine grained Nm is stiII higher than
a video image, meaning that small organisms  less than 1 cm size! will be difficult to identify
in an area >0.25m '

2.

The procedure of videotaping a line transect is extremely straightforward; a diver
simply runs a transect tape across the bottom or attaches it to a permanent position marker in
the case of repeated sampling of the same area, and videotapes a swath of a certain width,
usually from an aerial perspective to avoid foreshortening and image distortion. It is necessary
to keep the camera to subject distance constant throughout the length of the transect to ensure
that the same width of bottom along the transect is covered. This can be achieved by any one
of the following four methods 1! by swimming at the same distance above the bottom by
achieving neutral buoyancy, 2! by attaching a fixed rod to the front of the camera housing, 3!
by suspending a plumb bob on. a line below the camera, 4! or by using a system of laser dots
that converge at the correct distance from the bottom as developed by Harbor Branch
Oceanographic Institution for focusing their 80 mm camera  Caimi and 11istiug, 1986!.
Videotaped line transects enabled Edmunds and Witman �990! to survey large reef tracts
rapidly to assess the impact of Hurricane Hugo on coral distribution and abundance, In this
application, line transects 1.0 rn wide were videotaped with a Sony V99 camera in a Hypertech
housing held above and perpendicular to the transect. The percent cover of live and dead
corals was estimated for the entire 20 m long transects by identifying corals under 200 randomly
placed circles � mm diameter! on a transparent acetate sheet placed over a "freeze-framed"
video images. Because the actual surveyors transect tape only provides a frame of reference,
it is not strictly needed as long as the camera to subject distance is maintained by another
method. For example, Witman and Sebens �989! estimated the abundance of macrobenthic
invertebrates at 30 - 70 m depths in the Gulf of Maine by videotaping the bottom from the
Johnson Sea-Link submersible. A line transect was not needed because a scale was provided
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by two laser dots 10 cm apart, In a similar approach using SCUBA divers insead of submer-
sibles, Sebens and Johnson �990! surveyed coral abundance along 10 � 50 m depth gradients
off the north coast of St. Croix with a Sony V9 camera in an Ikelite underwater housing. They
were able to swim at the same distance off the bottom along the entire transect. Replicate
images from 10 m depth contours were randomly sampled with the frame counter on the video
cassette recorder and analyzed for coral percent cover by the random dot method.

Quadrats can be videotaped as individual replicates for abundance surveys or for
monitoring change over time  e.g. fixed or permanent quadrats!. Excellent reviews of quadrat
sampling designs are given in Pielou �974!, Green �979! and Krebs �989! and will not be
discussed f'urther here. Once the quadrat has been placed on the substratum by the designated
sampling design, the diver swims over it to videotape it. A better method is to attach a quadrat
frame or "quadrapod"  Witman, 1985, plans in Coyer and Witman, 1990! to the front of the
videocamera to maintain exact camera to subject distance. Videotaping permanent quadrats
has great potential as a method of detecting the influences of biological and physical factors
on benthic community structure but it is not widely used, probably because high resolution
video cameras have only recently become available.

MEASURING WATER FLOW NEAR SURFACE

�! Dye Release Methods: Dye release can be used to track water movement over short
periods of time in subtidal habitats, either on a relatively large scale  meters! using wide angle
video photography or very close to surfaces  millimeters! using video in macro mode  fluores-
cein dye is commonly used!. Video photography of dye streams has been used to track fiow
through the prey capturing apparatus of a suspension feeding invertebrate in laboratory flumes
 Trager et aL 1990!. Similar techniques work well in field trials, as long as the video camera
in its housing can be stabilized on a solid base that allows the housing to move back and forth
to achieve the best focus and framing, One problem with very close-up photography is that
the camera housing could affect the flow around the organism or surface under study.
Additional focal distance in macro mode can be achieved by adding diopter lenses  e.g. P3
diopter for 35 mm cameras! in front of the video lens and focusing in macro mode. This
modification works well for particle tracking also  Sebens and Johnson, 1990!.

In addition to flow visualization methods using dye, dye release can also be used to
estimate mass transport and the dispersion of particles in a water mass over time  diffusivity!
in subtidal habitats. Release of a dye cloud  e.g. from a syringe with tubing attached! at a fixed
distance from the substrate, followed by video photography of the dye cloud  preferably from
directly above and from the side!, allows calculation of movement of the center of mass,
rotation and spread of the dye over at least several minutes. Principal components analysis
from digitized video images of the dye cloud is used for these calculations. This technique has
been tested in rocky subtidal habitats, and computerized methods of analysis have been
developed  T. Powell, M. Denny, M. Koehl, pers. comm.!. Dye release methods of this type
are particularly useful in studies of how larvae or garnetes might disperse as they are released
or how other neutrally buoyant particles behave in flow.
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�! Panicle Tracking Methods: Flow near surfaces, such as around the feeding structures
of sessile invertebrates, can be measured directly using electronic flow meters and other
sophisticated instrumentation in either laboratory or field situations. However, any video
camera system with macro photographic capabilities also can be used to both visualize and
measure flow non-intrusively on a very small scale. Particles such as naturally occurring
 non-motile! plankton, artificial neutrally bouyant spheres, or hydrated Arternia  brine
shrimp! cysts, can be released upstream of the area under study. As these particles pass
through and around the structures of interest, a region can be photographed perpendicular to
the inain axis of flow, with sufficient distance between the port of the camera housing and the
object of study such that flow is not affected by the presence of the housing. Such techniques
have been used successfully in laboratory flume studies of crinoid feeding  Leonard et aL 1988!
and in field studies of particle capture by scleractinian corals  Sebens and Johnson, 1990!. In
field situations, it is easiest to illuminate the area with a slit of light from an underwater video
light. The light beam should be only several millimeters wide where it reaches the surface to
be photographed, so that it illuininates only those particles in the focal plane of the
cainera,those travelling parallel to the major flow axis. If the light is inounted above or below
the subject, such that it does not obstruct flow, the beain can be oriented perpendicular to the
camera, and thus parallel to the major flow axis and to the focal plane.

Particle movements are analyzed by replaying the tape and using the stop-frame
function. A clear acetate sheet can be taped to the video monitor, and colored markers used
to mark the positions of particles in focus as the single frames are displayed sequentially,
resulting in a 'track' of particle locations over 5-10 frames �/30 sec between frames!. Particle
direction and speed in that plane  two dimensional! are then calculated using an appropriate
scale in the field of view and the known time between frames. If particles are moving more
rapidly than about 20 cm/sec, they appear as streaks on the stop-fraine image, and the length
of each streak is the distance moved in 1/60 of a second. In field situations, flow is often
bidirectional and turbulent. Several minutes of recording, followed by regular or random
sampling of flow throughout the recording, are necessary to give an accurate characterization
of fiow for that time period.

TINK IAPSE VIDEO

Time lapse video is especially useful for investigating animal behavior and for studying
the effects of short-tenn physical processes  eg. currents, wave surge, storms! on benthic
communities. We have been using two systems in our research on the ecology of offshore
benthic communities in the Gulf of Maine  Witman and Sebens, 1988!, 1! a system developed
for the Sony V9 and V99 cameras by Quest Marine Video, and 2! a variable mtervolometer
designed for the same video cameras by K. Sebens after circuits developed by Mims �984!-
The time lapse system is, of course, limited by battery life, power requirements of the camera
duration of the video tape, and the range of time settings built into the intervolometer circuiL

The Quest Marine Video systems feature a molded polycarbonate housing  model 4S0!
with power supplied by 10 and 20 amp hour Nicad batteries. A Micronta digital timer  V9!
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or Sony RM-95 digital controHer has been modified to turn the camera on and off up to 7 times
daily with the V9 and four tiines a day with the V99. We have used these cameras as remote
stations for both short and long term monitoring of fish predation in coastal and offshore rocky
subtidal habitats of the Gulf of Maine  Witman and Sebens, 1990!. For long term  e.g. months!
deployment of video cameras, it is important to consider the potential of pressure to deform
plexiglas elements of the camera housing. A wise precaution against this is to ensure that
latches closing the back of the housing are equally spaced all around the perimeter of the seal.

The variable intervalometer circuit can be constructed from a Radio Shack kit and
modified to interrupt the power supply of the camera. We have successfully used a circuit
timed for three second recordings at 1 minute intervals with a Sony V9 camera to document
rapid predation on tethered invertebrate prey by cod and wolffish in the Gulf of Maine
 Witman and Sebens 1990!.

MONITORING PREDATION

Video allows predation to be monitored without the disturbing presence of divers. It
also allows predation events to be recorded for longer periods of time than would be possible
with SCUBA especially at depth. Prey can be tethered to two 1m length of chain and placed
approximately 15 m in front of, the video camera  Witman and Sebens, 1990!. The camera is
placed on a cainera stand!, turned on, and focused on the chain with the tethered prey. ~e
camera is allowed to run for 90 - 120 minutes  tape length or battery time!, then retrieved by
divers. If a longer interval is required, a second video camera could be placed down to continue
the recording or a video with a time lapse circuit could be used. Predator abundance and
predation attacks can be counted from the tape. Care must be taken when doing counts to
distinguish individuals and to separate them from return visits by the same individual.

IMAGE AND MOTION ANALYSIS FROM VIDEO USING MICROCOMPUTERS

At the Marine Science Center in Nahant, we are implementing a Biological Image
Analysis Center under support from the N.S.F. Instrumentation and Instrument DevelopnMat
Program. Fundamental to this project is the implementation of systems and software which
allow the cataloging of video tape data and quantitative analysis of video images using digital
itnage analysis techniques. To interface video equipment to laboratory computers we have
utilized the VidClip system developed by Abbate Systems  Norfolk, MA!. VidClip imple-
ments an interface between the Macintosh serial line interface and the Control-S and Con-
trol-L editing controller interfaces of the video decks and camcorders. The Control-$
interface is unidirectional and only sends commands from the coinputer to the video device
while the Control-L interface both accepts conunands as well as returns status and counter
information to the computer, allowing precise interactive control of tape registration. VidC4p
is available both as a Hypercard interface as well as a library of programming objects.
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INDEXING AND CATALOGING VIDEO TAPE DATA

To keep track of video data we utilize the ClipKeeper Hypercard stack which
maintains a record of the start and stop times of segments of video tape. Basically, the stack
maintains a "card" for each segment of data which supports a comment field as well as choices
 buttons! to control the deck and to control searches. To record a clip, the user creates a new
card, queues the point of interest on the tape and clicks on a mark button which acquires the
counter index over the Control-L interface and enters it into a field on the card, then repeats
this for the end of the segment of interest. Once this procedure has been completed, the data
segment can be repeatedly played by clicking on a "play" button on the card. Once a tape has
been indexed in this fashion a section of data can be retrieved by merely clicking on a button.

VIDEO TAPE MOTION ANALYSIS SYSTEM

Software support for our video image analysis systems is based on extensions to the
NIH Image image analysis program developed by Wayne Rasband at NIMH and the VidClip
Control-L and Control-S serial line interface developed by Mark Abbate  Abbate, Inc.,
Norton, MA!. Our video-based motion analysis systein consists of three components �! A
Macintosh II with DataTranslation frame grabber which supports a general purpose color
image analysis program  ColorImage!. �!. Hi8 video camcorders  Sony V9, V99 and CCD-
V5000! and Decks  Sony ECV3, ECV900, SLV757! which are used for the acquisition of both
video  motion! and analog  sensor! data and are controlled on a frame by frame basis by the
Macintosh II for video motion analysis. Our software platform, ColorIrnage,  Think Pascal
Source Code!, developed by J. Ayers and G. Fletcher  Fletcher Applied Sciences, Mason, NH!,
supports both the standard ineasurements used in NIH Image such as area, mean density,
center of gravity, and angle of orientation of a user defined region of interest, as well as
segmentation of objects on the basis of color and time-based measurements from sequential
video frames. Measurement results can be calibrated and exported directly as spreadsheet
files. At present, ColorImage supports the following capabilities froin video data.

�! Color Image Acquisition. We have developed color-based extensions to MHImage
which allow us to acquire color images from RGB video sources. For laboratory acquisition
and rnacrophotography, we use a RGB Camera  Javelin JE3462RGB, 480 lines Horizontal
Resolution! or a Sony ProMavica electronic still video system which supports NTSC to RGB
conversion. The various Sony video decks differ in the format of stop frame images making
acquisition of stopped-frame images somewhat inore difficult. The CCD-V500 generates a
true NTSC frame signal in stop frame while all the other decks display only the odd 6eld lines.
For this reason it is necessary to interpolate the even field lines. For Example, the Sony
EVS-900 Big deck displays only the odd field in stop frame mode, so we have implemented
 in ColorImage! a two pass filter which first interpolates the even field lines and then performs
a median filter using 3x3 convolutions to restore the full frame.
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To digitize color digital images from video, we utilize either a RGB source directly or
convert the NTSC  camcorder! data to RGB using the ProMavica or a TrueVision Vide box
to perform a NTSC to RGB conversion. By connecting the three inputs of the frame grabber
to the red, green and blue outputs of the RGB source, we sequentially acquire 8-bit
monochrome images by switching between the red, green and blue inputs to generate separate
red, green and blue plane files which are then analyzed internally in ColorIrnage. To generate
color files, we perform a 24 bit to 8 bit conversion through a median cut procedure which
establishes a color lookup table of the 256 most common colors in the image and then generate
an 8-bit indexed composite color image.

�! CoLor finite Segmgnatioii. A set of 8 and 24 bit segmentation algorithms allows us
to segment objects  organisms, cells, etc! from the digitized video images on the basis of their
color. 8-bit segmentation operates on color look up table  LUT! values and allows us to �!
select ranges of gray-scale or hue, �! segment out the LUT entries corresponding to pixels in
arbitrarily segmented regions or �! segment 3D ranges of RGB space. The 24 bit algorithm
segments region-based objects into color segments at much higher resolution allowing multi-
ple color segments to be separated simultaneously. Using these algorithms we can pick
individual organisms or cells out of complex images. For example, orange seastars can be
picked out of an image by selecting a range of "orange" pixels resulting in a bitmap of black
starfish  or any other blob! on a white background.

�! Birdy Object Analysis. An edge tracing algorithm is utilized to trace the outline of
the "blob" and convert it to an object. Each object is then quantified in terms of its area,
periphery length, x and y coordinates, optical density, principal components, orientation and
the computed object parameters are stored in a tab-delimited "spreadsheet" file for later
statistical analysis.

�! Dgital Motion Analysis from Video. An important function for many af our experi-
ments is to be able to simultaneously and continuously acquire both kinematic and analog
sensor data for long periods of time. We now use the CCD-VS000 which supports both high
resolution   >400 horizontal lines! video and stereo digital analog �0-40000 hz! recording.
Colorlmage supports two modes of moving image acquisition. A stepping movie option opens
a window, grabs a video frame, steps the deck to the next frame and repeats this cycle until a
movie of the specified number of frames is acquired. In this option, the interframe interval is
an integer multiple of the video framing interval �3 msec! or 30 frames/second. The CCD-
V5000 is a shutter camera which stores the stopped fraine in a digital buffer and therefore
provides full frame output in stop mode as well as a time base corrector wbich provides
extremely stable stills and resultant kame grabs at high resolution. In the inoving movie option,
the program opens the requested number of windows, rewinds the deck, starts it in play mode
and grabs frames on-the-fly for the requested number of frames. This option permits time;
lapse video digitization of slower phenomena with the inter-frame interval speciled as a
variable prior to digitization.
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Appendix I

Underwater video and accessory dealers and manufacturers listed in the 1990 DEMA
Directory.

Amphibico, Inc.
9563 Cote de Liesse Rd.
Dorval, PQ H9P1A3
Canada

Aqua Video Inc.
5055 NW 159th St.

Miami, FL 33014

Aqua Vision Systems, Inc.
804 Deslauriers St.

Montreal, PQ H4N1X1
Canada

Bennett Marine Video

730 Washington St.
Marina Del Rey, CA 90292

Equinox Underwater Video Housings
101G1 Shaver Rd.

Kalamazoo, MI 49015

Helix Catnera And Video

310 South Racine Ave.

Chicago, IL 60607

HYPERTECH Inc.

750 East Sample Rd.
Pompano Beach, FL 33064

Ikelite Underwater Systems
50 West 33rd St.

P.O. Box 8100

Indianapolis, IN 46208
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Ocean Technology Systems
2610 Croddy %by, Unit H
Santa Ana, CA 927G4

Quest Marine Video
505 Calle Sorpreso
San Clemente, CA 92672

Sea & Sea/GMI Photographic
1776 New Highway
PO. Drawer U

Farmingdale, NY 11735

Signal 3 Corporation
1400 26th St.

Vero Beach, FL 32960

Sony Corporation of America
Sony Drive  MD 1-31!
Park Ridge, NJ 07656

Underwater Kinetics
1020 Linda Vista Drive

San Marcos, CA 92069

UPI Inc.
P.O. Box 19851

Houston, TX 77224

UIVPro International
P.O. Box 455

Napervilie, IL 60566



DESCRIPTION OF A LOW-COST, SHALLOW-WATER, SURFACE-
SUPPLIED DIVING SYSTEM
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Research and maintenance diving tasks that ale conducted in shallow water,
particularly those involving extended periods of time, are cumbersome using
SCUBA. Consequently, these tasks are often conducted using gasoline-powered
small air compressors. ?use air sources have several drawbacks which may
compromise the health and safety of divers or support personneL A relatively
low-cost  $200-225! alternative surface-supplied system is described that performs
as well as gasoline-powered systems, and yet improves the safety of diving opera-
tions and is also more reliable and requires much Less maintenance. Airis supplied
easily and economically fmm icuge volume SCUBA cylindess  80-100 fs !. llus
system should be useful to researchers as well as to personsinvolved in urukrwater
inspection and maintenance operations, and may be of interest to shallow water
fisheries such as sponge and clam industries.

INTRP DUCTION

Many research and maintenance diving tasks are conducted in shallow water �-30 ft!.
These tasks often involve extended periods of time underwater and, because of the depths and
bottom time involved, are cumbersome using traditional SCUBA gear. Consequently many
divers involved in shallow water surveys, periodic maintenance of experiments, hull cleaning
etc., use small gasoline-powered low-pressure compressors which feed one or two low pressure
hoses and second stage demand regulators. This system allows a diver to be relatively
unencumbered, but presents other inherent problems.

Paramount are potential health and safety risks to both the diver and the support
personnel. The air quality of gasoline- powered "hookah" systems is questionable and unpre-
dictable. Most models simply draw air through a valve in the head of the compressor. Since
the compressor is driven by a shaft from the gasoline engine, this places the air intake in dose
proximity to engine exhaust. Unpredictable wind conditions may cause carbon monoxide,
carbon dioxide, and hydrocarbon emissions to enter the compressor. Since these low pressure
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compressors are oil free, they deliver unfiltered air directly into the low-pressure hose. Other
problems associated with the air dehvery systems include water vapor and temperature.
Because the air is unfiltered, water vapor is also carried into the low-pressure hose in
appreciable amounts, and the teinperature of tbe air leaving the compressor may reach 88 C
�90 F!. In addition, engine failure may place a diver at risk, although the use of an in-line
reserve tank inay help nutigate the teinperature, moisture, and engine failure drawbacks.
Finally, gasoline used to power the engine is a fire hazard, the noise of the engine running as
well as its emissions are a health hazard to the tender, and the engine and compressor require
signiTicant maintenance.

An alternative surface-supplied diving system exists that performs as well as the
gasoline-powered hookah, and yet improves the safety of diving operations, is more reliable,
and requires much less maintenance. In this paper we describe the system, its components
and assembly, and provide examples of its use in research diving tasks undertaken by FMRI
scientists and technicians.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Our system differs from most traditional low-pressure hookah systeins in that it
provides intermediate pressure air to the second stage, not low pressure air. This eliminates
the need to have the second stage modiTied to accept low-pressure air. The heart of the system
is a conventional single hose SCUBA demand regulator coinplete with a pressure gauge. The
first stage mounts on a conventional SCUBA valve which is threaded into a high-volume
cylinder, 80-100 ft, although any compressed air cylinder is acceptable. The second stage is3

connected to the first stage by 100 ft. of Synflex 3600-06 light weight intermediate pressure
hose  working pressure 250 p.s.i.! with an in-line non-return or check valve. This quantity of
hose weighs only 10 lb. and floats above the diver's bead during diving operations. Based on
the equation of Soiners �972! for surface- supplied requireinents, this hose is more than
adequate for delivering air at shallow depths. In fact if one conservatively assumes that the
first stage provides 110 p.s.i., then this type of hose will adequately supply a diver to a depth
of 100 ft.

Both ends of the hose are flitted with 3/8" female hose fittings. In order to mate the
Synflex hose with the regulator first stage a modified intermediate-pressure hose must be
fabricated; this involves removing the female fitting from the distal end of the intermediate-
pressure hose and replacing it with a 3/8" male fitting. The check valve is mounted to a
surface-supply harness with a fabricated aluminum bracket and plate, and the distal end of the
long hose threads into this valve. On the distal end of the check valve a swivel cross is fitted
to facilitate the connection of three intermediate pressure hoses, one for the regulator second
stage, and two for inflator hoses. The long intermediate pressure hose is connected to the
harness by a snap shackle so that strain on the distal fitting is reduced, and all threaded
connections are wrapped with Teflon tape Fig. 1!. For depths greater than 15-20ft a
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redundant air source is utilized. This consists of a 14 ft cylinder and a single hose demand3

regulator strapped to the diver's harness, with the valve in a position which is easy for the diver
to reach. The cost of this surface-supplied system, without the redundant air supply, is one
regulator and approximately $200-225, With the bailout bottle the cost is two regulators and
approximately $325-350. All equipment necessary to fabricate this system is available froin
any commercial diving supply finn. Air hose fabrication can be performed by any pneumatic
or hydraulic supply finn.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The surface-supplied system is operated in the following manner: The harness is simply
strapped on over the diver's enviroiunental suit as the last piece of equipment donned. In
shallow water  less than 15 feet! we do not wear a buoyancy control device because the diver
can easily swim to the surface and then ditch the weight belt if the situation arises. The tender
assists the diver in dressing, especially if a dry suit is being worn, monitors the diver's air supply
and tends the intermediate pressure hose. In depths exceeding 15 feet both a buoyancy
compensator and a redundant air supply is worn. We most commonly use the system with 100
ft cylinders, and regularly experience bottom times of 3P hours on one cylinder. We find
great advantage in this systein when multiple stations must be dived because a diver can enter
and exit the water with ease, greatly reducing fatigue and greatly increasing the efficiency of
the diver. As many as 25-30 stations can be sampled in one day by one diver using this system.

Most of the dives using this surface-supplied system have been in association with the
hard clam project in the Indian River lagoon and Horida's east coast. We have used it to
survey densities of adult clams, and in a variety of field- monitoring and inanipulative
experiments. A good deal of our research has involved sampling for juvenile clams in the
lagoonal substrate. This involves placing a circular aluminum 0.25 m quadrat into the2

substrate and reinoving the substrate to a depth of 5-10 cm using a venturi-powered suction
dredge. The surface- supplied system allows an unencumbered diver to wrestle around with
the quadrat and the suctiori dredge underwater without great difficulty, however experience
has demonstrated that it is desirable to be overweighted while suction dredging in shallow
water. This same technique has been used by us to survey areas of the Looe Key National
Marine Sanctuary reef flat for spiny lobster prey items, It works equally well in both soft-sedi-
ments and in seagrass meadows. Other projects at the Florida Marine Research Institute
utilize the surface-supplied system to survey seagrass beds, to monitor the progress of restored
seagrass habitat, and to inspect and clean fish ponds at the redfish and snook stock enhance-
ment facility in Port Manatee, Florida. In addition, inembers of DNR's Division of Marine
Resource Regulation and Management use the surface-supplied system to survey oyster reefs
in Apalachicola Bay.

This system could be utilized by any project which involves long hours of underwater
survey or observation work, especially where tasks involve a lot of manipulating of collecting
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gear or require divers to perform maintenance tasks. It is limited by the length of the
intermediate pressure hose to perhaps 30 ft, but is extreinely useful in depths of less than 20
ft. Other possible uses for the system would be in conunercial fisheries such as clamming or
sponging where a great deal of diving is performed in very shallow water, and a large tiumber
of operations are currently using gasoline-powered compressors. Additionally, hull cleaning
and inspection services will find this a safe and useful alternative to the traditional low-pressure
compressors.

Maintenance of this system is no inore difficult than maintaining a conventional
SCUBA regulator. Freshwater rinses are all that are routinely needed, and the entire system
should be overhauled by a certified regulator repair technician at least once a year, With 4
systems currently in operation and over 300 hours of diving to date, we have experienced only
one free-flowing second stage and one worn o-ring, in both cases requiring minimal repair.
We consider this system to be safe, easy to use, and economical, and recommend it to all
scientific diving prograins that perform diving tasks similar to those described in this paper.
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